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Code
1999

there s a common belief that cyberspace cannot be
regulated that it is in its very essence immune from
the government s or anyone else s control code argues
that this belief is wrong it is not in the nature of
cyberspace to be unregulable cyberspace has no
nature it only has code the software and hardware that
make cyberspace what it is that code can create a
place of freedom as the original architecture of the net
did or a place of exquisitely oppressive control if we
miss this point then we will miss how cyberspace is
changing under the influence of commerce cyberpsace
is becoming a highly regulable space where our
behavior is much more tightly controlled than in real
space but that s not inevitable either we can we must
choose what kind of cyberspace we want and what
freedoms we will guarantee these choices are all about
architecture about what kind of code will govern
cyberspace and who will control it in this realm code is
the most significant form of law and it is up to lawyers
policymakers and especially citizens to decide what
values that code embodies

Code
2009-07-09

since its original publication in 1999 this foundational
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book has become a classic in its field this second
edition code version 2 0 updates the work and was
prepared in part through a wiki a web site allowing
readers to edit the text making this the first reader
edited revision of a popular book code counters the
common belief that cyberspace cannot be controlled or
censored to the contrary under the influence of
commerce cyberspace is becoming a highly regulable
world where behavior will be much more tightly
controlled than in real space we can we must choose
what kind of cyberspace we want and what freedoms it
will guarantee these choices are all about architecture
what kind of code will govern cyberspace and who will
control it in this realm code is the most significant form
of law and it is up to lawyers policymakers and
especially average citizens to decide what values that
code embodies publisher basic books perseus

Code
2006-12-05

code counters the common belief that cyberspace
cannot be controlled or censored to the contrary under
the influence of commerce cyberspace is becoming a
highly regulable world where behavior will be much
more tightly controlled than in real space cover
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Making Laws for Cyberspace
2012

a new model for cyberspace laws focussing on human
actions rather than the technology used arguing that
in cyberspace law works primarily through voluntary
obedience rather than fear of enforcement professor
reed re opens the debate as to the value of laws for
regulating cyberspace and how best to regulate
behaviour

Code
2008-07-31

there s a common belief that cyberspace cannot be
regulated that it is in its very essence immune from
the government s or anyone else s control code first
published in 2000 argues that this belief is wrong it is
not in the nature of cyberspace to be unregulable
cyberspace has no nature it only has code the software
and hardware that make cyberspace what it is that
code can create a place of freedom as the original
architecture of the net did or a place of oppressive
control under the influence of commerce cyberspace is
becoming a highly regulable space where behavior is
much more tightly controlled than in real space but
that s not inevitable either we can we must choose
what kind of cyberspace we want and what freedoms
we will guarantee these choices are all about
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architecture about what kind of code will govern
cyberspace and who will control it in this realm code is
the most significant form of law and it is up to lawyers
policymakers and especially citizens to decide what
values that code embodies since its original publication
this seminal book has earned the status of a minor
classic this second edition or version 2 0 has been
prepared through the author s wiki a web site that
allows readers to edit the text making this the first
reader edited revision of a popular book

Code
2016-09-19

there s a common belief that cyberspace cannot be
regulated that it is in its very essence immune from
the government s or anyone else s control code first
published in 2000 argues that this belief is wrong it is
not in the nature of cyberspace to be unregulable
cyberspace has no nature it only has code the software
and hardware that make cyberspace what it is that
code can create a place of freedom as the original
architecture of the net did or a place of oppressive
control under the influence of commerce cyberspace is
becoming a highly regulable space where behavior is
much more tightly controlled than in real space but
that s not inevitable either we can we must choose
what kind of cyberspace we want and what freedoms
we will guarantee these choices are all about
architecture about what kind of code will govern
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cyberspace and who will control it in this realm code is
the most significant form of law and it is up to lawyers
policymakers and especially citizens to decide what
values that code embodies since its original publication
this seminal book has earned the status of a minor
classic this second edition or version 2 0 has been
prepared through the author s wiki a web site that
allows readers to edit the text making this the first
reader edited revision of a popular book

Law and Society Approaches to
Cyberspace
2017-11-28

during the past decade the rise of online
communication has proven to be particularly fertile
ground for academic exploration at the intersection of
law and society scholars have considered how best to
apply existing law to new technological problems but
they also have returned to first principles considering
fundamental questions about what law is how it is
formed and its relation to cultural and technological
change this collection brings together many of these
seminal works which variously seek to interrogate
assumptions about the nature of communication
knowledge invention information sovereignty identity
and community from the use of metaphor in legal
opinions about the internet to the challenges posed by
globalization and deterritorialization to the potential
utility of online governance models to debates about
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copyright free expression and privacy this collection
offers an invaluable introduction to cutting edge ideas
about law and society in an online era in addition the
introductory essay both situates this work within the
trajectory of law and society scholarship and
summarizes the major fault lines in ongoing policy
debates about the regulation of online activity

Sex, Laws, and Cyberspace
1997-03-15

discusses the first amendment and censorship on the
internet

The Regulation of Cyberspace
2007-03-12

examining the development and design of regulatory
structures in the online environment the regulation of
cyberspace considers current practices and suggests a
regulatory model that acknowledges its complexity
and how it can be used by regulators to provide a
more comprehensive regulatory structure for
cyberspace drawing on the work of cyber regulatory
theorists such as yochai benkler andrew shapiro and
lawrence lessig murray explores and analyzes how all
forms of control including design and market controls
as well as traditional command and control regulation
are applied within the complex and flexible
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environment of cyberspace it includes chapters on the
role of the cyberlawyer environmental design and
control online communities cyber laws and cyber law
making this book is an essential read for anyone
interested in law and information technology

Research Handbook on
International Law and
Cyberspace
2015-06-29

this timely research handbook contains an analysis of
various legal questions concerning cyberspace and
cyber activities and provides a critical account of their
effectiveness expert contributors examine the
application of fundamental international la

Rule of Law in Cyberspace and
the Way to Cybersecurity based
on Human Rights
2020-09-16

essay from the year 2014 in the subject law it law
grade 1 0 course public privacy cyber security and
human rights language english abstract the academic
essay focuses on the connection between
cybersecurity and human rights it examines the
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interaction between the growing cybersecurity regime
and international human rights norms standards and
mechanisms within legal and political framework

The International Dimensions of
Cyberspace Law
2018-01-18

this title was first published in 2003 this text is part of
the law of cyberspace series which deals with the legal
aspects of the emerging information society and
corresponding ethical matters the book examines the
international dimensions of cyberspace law and the
timeliness of drawing up the most appropriate
international standard instrument for this environment
exploring ways and means of achieving it and defining
the organization s precise role in this respect the text
presents the framework that unesco is helping to
develop for the international community with the
participation of all the actors in cyberspace aiming to
be ethical flexible and technologically neutral
multiform and universal

Cyberethics
2011

revised and updated to reflect new technologies in the
field the fourth edition of this popular text takes an in
depth look at the social costs and moral problems that
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have emerged by the ever expanding use of the
internet and offers up to date legal and philosophical
examinations of these issues it focuses heavily on
content control free speech intellectual property and
security while delving into new areas of blogging and
social networking case studies throughout discuss real
world events and include coverage of numerous hot
topics in the process of exploring current issues it
identifies legal disputes that will likely set the standard
for future cases

Cyber Laws
2010

legislators service providers consumers and courts are
grappling with the liability and free expression
implications of technological developments this
volume aims to address existing law and explore the
issues which will require legislative and judicial
attention

Real Law @ Virtual Space
1999

this book explores what the american civil liberties
union calls the third era in cyberspace in which filters
fundamentally alter the architectural structure of the
internet with significant implications for free speech
although courts and nongovernmental organizations
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increasingly insist upon constitutional and other legal
guarantees of a freewheeling internet multi national
corporations compete to produce tools and strategies
for making it more predictable when google attempted
to improve our access to information containing in
books and the world wide copyright litigation began to
tie up the process of making content searchable and
resulted in the wrongful removal of access to
thousands if not millions of works just as the courts
were insisting that using trademarks online to criticize
their owners is first amendment protected corporations
and trade associations accelerated their development
of ways to make internet companies liable for their
users infringing words and actions potentially
circumventing free speech rights and as social
networking and content sharing sites have proliferated
so have the terms of service and content detecting
tools for detecting flagging and deleting content that
makes one or another corporation or trade association
fear for its image or profits the book provides a legal
history of internet regulation since the mid 1990s with
a particular focus on efforts by patent trademark and
copyright owners to compel internet firms to monitor
their online offerings and remove or pay for any
violations of the rights of others this book will be of
interest to students of law communications political
science government and policy business and
economics as well as anyone interested in free speech
and commerce on the internet
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Cyberspace Law
2013-08-21

this compact highly engaging book examines the
international legal regulation of both the conduct of
states among themselves and conduct towards
individuals in relation to the use of cyberspace
chapters introduce the perspectives of various
stakeholders and the challenges for international law
the author discusses state responsibility and key
cyberspace rights issues and takes a detailed look at
cyber warfare espionage crime and terrorism the work
also covers the situation of non state actors and quasi
state actors such as is or isis or isil and concludes with
a consideration of future prospects for the
international law of cyberspace readers may explore
international rules in the areas of jurisdiction of states
in cyberspace responsibility of states for cyber
activities human rights in the cyber world permissible
responses to cyber attacks and more other topics
addressed include the rules of engagement in cyber
warfare suppression of cyber crimes permissible limits
of cyber espionage and suppression of cyber related
terrorism chapters feature explanations of case law
from various jurisdictions against the background of
real life cyber related incidents across the globe
written by an internationally recognized practitioner in
the field the book objectively guides readers through
on going debates on cyber related issues against the
background of international law this book is very
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accessibly written and is an enlightening read it will
appeal to a wide audience from international lawyers
to students of international law military strategists law
enforcement officers policy makers and the lay person

Public International Law of
Cyberspace
2017-02-28

answers many of the legal questions asked by sysops
and users of the internet and bulletin board systems

Cyberspace and the Law
1994

is private regulation of the internet over have states
taken over this book examines the function of self
regulation in cyberspace it argues that contrary to
what is often supposed in the literature self regulation
is still an indispensable part of regulation of the
internet and will arguably remain so it is intricately
woven in the mesh of rules that governs the internet
today private regulation fills substantive or procedural
gaps where no state regulation exists or where it is
incomplete or ineffective thus complementing the
reach of state regulation simultaneously states supply
legal and financial frameworks that enable or
complement self regulation in practice often unknown
to users their behaviour is regulated by intertwined
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rules coming from both states and private groups while
each source of rules retains its identity and regulatory
strengths it is dependent on and complementary to the
rules and processes of the other to effectively regulate
internet activities

Self-Regulation in Cyberspace
2011-07-20

this work is an examination of how intellectual
property laws should be applied to cyberspace
software and other computer mediated creations

Cyber Law
2003-02

early adopters of cyberspace law cases and materials
were particularly pleased by how flexible coherent and
practical the book is now strengthened and
scrupulously updated for its second edition this
engaging casebook can help your students understand
one of the most dynamic areas of law written and
structured for maximum effectiveness the book can be
used successfully in both introductory and advanced
courses uses practical classroom tested real world
problems to help students apply existing rules to
cyberspace law features a flexible logical organization
that allows instructors to emphasize selected
perspectives is designed for currency with materials
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organized around competing approaches and theories
for any given issue rather than current leading cases
presents current internet law as well as related policy
concerns that will drive future legal analysis when new
issues emerge the only casebook to address both
areas offers a balanced presentation of competing
approaches and theories for each issue provides a
sophisticated analysis of cutting edge legal issues
through an excellent selection of cases simplifies class
preparation with an extremely thorough teacher s
manual that includes discussions of cases teaching
suggestions and analysis of the issues raised by the
problems remains up to date with postings of new
cases and important developments on the author
website look for these important changes in the
second edition new co author jacqueline lipton who
brings significant teaching and writing experience in
the areas of international and comparative law new
and updated cases including grokster aclu v ashcroft u
s v american library association chamberlain v skylink
lexmark v static control components u s v elcomsoft
321 studios v mgm studios kremen v cohen blizzard v
bnet in re verizon bosley v kremer and people for the
ethical treatment of animals v doughney treatment of
important developments such as political
cybersquatting legislation enacted in some states for
example california s political cyberfraud abatement act
and changes to privacy laws enacted following the
patriot act greatly expanded international coverage
including new international cases sony v stevens
telstra v desktop gutnick v dow jones recent canadian
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cases on internet defamation issues decisions from the
european court of justice interpreting the database
directive in 2004 including the appeal in british
horseracing board v william hill various developments
between french and californian courts in yahoo
litigation regarding nazi memorabilia as well as
domestic legislation implemented by all e u member
states which complies with the requirements of the
copyright directives new section on the failed effort at
private self governance sponsored by icann and the
scholarship surrounding that effort jurisdictional
materials in the chapter on regulating cyberspace are
consolidated for easier teaching and learning updated
problems and notes when you consider casebooks for
your next course be sure to examine cyberspace law
cases and materials second edition the cohesive
realistic and accessible alternative

The Ontology of Cyberspace
2006

the study of cyberspace is relatively new within the
field of social sciences yet interest in the subject is
significant conflicts crimes and regulations in
cyberspace contributes to the scientific debate being
brought to the fore by addressing international and
methodological issues through the use of case studies
this book presents cyberspace as a socio technical
system on an international level it focuses on state and
non state actors as well as the study of strategic
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concepts and norms unlike global studies the socio
technical approach and meso scale facilitate the
analysis of cyberspace in international relations this is
an area of both collaboration and conflict for which
specific modes of regulation have appeared

Cyberspace Law
2021-12-07

cyberspace is a difficult area for lawyers and
lawmakers with no physical constraining borders the
question of who is the legitimate lawmaker for
cyberspace is complex rethinking the jurisprudence of
cyberspace examines how laws can gain legitimacy in
cyberspace and identifies the limits of the law s
authority in this space two key questions are central to
the book who has authority to make laws within
cyberspace and how do laws in cyberspace achieve
legitimacy chris reed and andrew murray answer these
questions by examining the jurisprudential principles
that explain law in the physical world and rethinking
them for the cyberworld in doing so they establish that
cyberlaw is more similar to traditional law than
previously thought but that establishing legitimate
authority is quite different this book provides the first
thorough examination of the jurisprudence of
cyberspace law asking why any law should be obeyed
and how the rule of law is to be maintained there
academics and researchers who are interested in the
regulation of cyberspace will find this to be a
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compelling study more broadly it will appeal to those
researching in the fields of transnational legal studies
jurisprudence and legal thought

Conflicts, Crimes and
Regulations in Cyberspace
2018

this timely and important book illuminates the impact
of cyber law on the growth and development of
emerging and developing economies using a strong
theoretical framework firmly grounded in resource
based and technology diffusion literature the authors
convey a subtle understanding of the ways public and
private sector entities in developing and emerging
countries adopt cyber space processes this book
reveals that the diffusion of cyber activities in
developing and emerging economies is relatively low
with the main stumbling blocks resting in regulatory
cultural and social factors the authors argue that cyber
crimes constitute a prime obstacle to the diffusion of e
commence and e governments in developing
economies and governments have an important role in
developing control mechanisms in the form of laws
however setting appropriate policies and
complementary services particularly those affecting
the telecommunications sector and other
infrastructure human capital and the investment
environment severely constrains internet access using
both strategic and operational perspectives the
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authors discuss the concrete experience of
constructing and implementing cyber laws and cyber
security measures in developing and emerging
countries and analyse their content and
appropriateness professionals academics students and
policymakers working in the area of cyber space e
commerce and economic development and united
nations entities working closely with the millennium
development goals will find this book an invaluable
reference

Rethinking the Jurisprudence of
Cyberspace
2010-01-01

a primer on legal issues relating to cyberspace this
textbook introduces business policy and ethical
considerations raised by our use of information
technology with a focus on the most significant issues
impacting internet users and businesses in the united
states of america the book provides coverage of key
topics such as social media online privacy artificial
intelligence and cybercrime as well as emerging
themes such as doxing ransomware revenge porn data
mining e sports and fake news the authors
experienced in journalism technology and legal
practice provide readers with expert insights into the
nuts and bolts of cyber law cyber law and ethics
regulation of the connected world provides a practical
presentation of legal principles and is essential reading
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for non specialist students dealing with the
intersection of the internet and the law

Cyber Law and Cyber Security in
Developing and Emerging
Economies
2021-07-13

the impetus for the development of intellectual
property law at its inception was to ensure that
sufficient incentives exist to lead to innovation and the
creation of new and original works and products the
physical world has been relatively successful at
erecting barriers to prevent acts that would limit this
innovation in the form of copyright trademark and
patent regulations

Cyber Law and Ethics
2020-07-21

customary law of the internet is the first book that
deals comprehensively with the emergence of a new
kind of law on the internet that could be utilized by
governments and private arbitrators to settle disputes
and make better laws this new kind of law is what once
used to be the only source of legal rights and
obligations customary law the author first addresses
issues posed by the emergence of the internet and
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analyses relevant international treaties in particular
the convention on the use of electronic
communications in international contracting he then
comes to the emerging customary norms developed by
the internet community the importance of custom from
an historical perspective and the nature of
international custom the concept of internet custom is
introduced followed by a detailed methodology for
evidencing customary norms in judicial proceedings
the last part of the book is devoted to the novel
concept of autonomous internet law based on
customary norms of the internet community arbitral
and judicial awards general principles of law
conventions model laws commonly used contract
terms and technical standards several internet
customs are discussed in the area of intellectual
property electronic contracting online advertising and
transaction security this book is addressed both to
national and international governments judges and
arbitrators as well as to online traders researchers and
the internet community as a whole it is an important
tool for academics and practitioners interested and
active in cyberspace regulation and the information
technology community dr paul przemyslaw polanski
bbus magister prawa is presently a senior researcher
at the department of european law faculty of law
university of warsaw and department of information
systems leon kozminski academy of entrepreneurship
and management lkaem warsaw previously he worked
as a computer programmer in the australian it industry
and as a researcher at the university of melbourne and
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monash university he also worked for legal offices in
poland specializing in information technology law
contracts property and eu law currently he administers
the e learning platform elaw pl this is volume 13 in the
information technology and law it law series

Intellectual Property Rights in
Cyberspace
2007

is private regulation of the internet over have states
taken over this book examines the function of self
regulation in cyberspace it argues that contrary to
what is often supposed in the literature self regulation
is still an indispensable part of regulation of the
internet and will arguably remain so it is intricately
woven into the mesh of rules that governs the internet
today private regulation fills substantive or procedural
gaps where no state regulation exists or where it is
incomplete or ineffective thus complementing the
reach of state regulation simultaneously states supply
legal and financial frameworks that enable or
complement self regulation in practice often unknown
to users their behaviour is regulated by intertwined
rules coming from both states and private groups while
each source of rules retains its identity and regulatory
strengths it is dependent on and complementary to the
rules and processes of the other to effectively regulate
internet activities dr jeanne p mifsud bonnici is a
senior lecturer at the centre for law information and
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converging technologies university of central
lancashire preston uk this is volume 16 in the
information technology and law it law series

Customary Law of the Internet
1998

information and communication technologies now play
a big part in the daily personal and professional lives of
us all cyberspace the interconnected digital technology
domain which underlies communications
transportation state administration finance medicine
and education is part of all our lives in the last decade
the digital revolution in the south eastern european
see countries has given more people there access to
communication education and news than ever before
and we should not underestimate the power of these
information and communication technologies this book
presents papers from the nato science for peace and
security advanced training course atc toward effective
cyber defense in accordance with the rules of law held
in ohrid republic of north macedonia in november 2019
the course focused on the see countries where in
general governments have paid appropriate attention
to developing cyber defense capacities in some cases
however limitations in technological resources have
restricted the capabilities of governments to respond
to the ever evolving challenges of defending the cyber
domain laws and regulations differ from country to
country and the topics covered here were carefully
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chosen to cover issues in laws and regulations cyber
defense policies and their practical implementation the
series of papers presented in this book will provide a
deeper understanding of these topics for scholars
associated professionals in the public and private
sectors and for a more general audience

Securities Regulation in
Cyberspace
2008

understanding developments in cyberspace law
provides an authoritative insiders perspective on the
legal environment surrounding the internet today
featuring partners from some of the nations leading
law firms these experts guide the reader through key
legal issues including privacy information security and
data preservation these top lawyers discuss the rise of
social media the legal developments concerning
domain names and the challenge of handling cases
that cross state or international borders from new
trends in copyright protection to the ramifications of
the stored communications act these attorneys
analyze the latest legal developments concerning
information technology today additionally the authors
reveal their thoughts on potential future changes such
as the influence of cloud computing and speculate on
how cyberspace law may change in the years to come
the different niches represented and the breadth of
perspectives presented enable readers to get inside
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some of the great legal minds of today as these
experienced lawyers offer up their thoughts around the
keys to navigating this rapidly changing area of law

Self-Regulation in Cyberspace
2020-06-18

bachelor thesis from the year 2020 in the subject law
data protection mzumbe university language english
abstract this study is about an appraisal of the legal
and institutional framework in tanzania on how they
protect the right to privacy in the cyber space the
study asses the laws which have a negative impact on
the right to privacy in the cyber space the study
involved library research so as to lay down the
theoretical framework of the study field research was
conducted in order to support the theoretical work by
gathering relevant information from various
respondents mainly collection of data involved oral
interviews and questionnaire the study found out that
the legal and institutional framework in tanzania has
not been well framed to cater for the right to privacy in
the cyber space the researcher has concluded that
there is a low number of cases on infringement of the
right to privacy in cyber space tanzanian legal and
institutional framework have not been well framed for
the protection of right to privacy in cyber space as
failure to comply with international standards and
lastly police and other law enforcers have been given
excessive power during surveillance which affect the
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right to privacy furthermore it has been recommended
that the rise of awareness to the people on the right to
privacy also enactment of comprehensive legislation
law establishment of specialized institution which
protects the right to privacy in the cyber space and
lastly limitation of police power during surveillance

Toward Effective Cyber Defense
in Accordance with the Rules of
Law
1999

this book explores the problems facing society in the
rapidly changing online environment including the
technical social and legal factors shaping the internet
today issues in cyberspace provides an overview of the
evolution of the internet the media interests that are
driving its development and the boundaries that are
being established for online behavior in a variety of
contexts issues discussed throughout the book include
the influence of concentrated ownership the first
amendment commercialism spam privacy encryption
hacking copyright libel hate speech indecency
obscenity education and global implications designed
for those interested in internet studies as well as
communication law and policy studies
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Intellectual Property Law in
Cyberspace
2011

derived from the renowned multi volume international
encyclopaedia of laws this practical guide to cyber law
the law affecting information and communication
technology ict in sweden covers every aspect of the
subject including intellectual property rights in the ict
sector relevant competition rules drafting and
negotiating ict related contracts electronic transactions
privacy issues and computer crime lawyers who handle
transnational matters will appreciate the detailed
explanation of specific characteristics of practice and
procedure following a general introduction the book
assembles its information and guidance in seven main
areas of practice the regulatory framework of the
electronic communications market software protection
legal protection of databases or chips and other
intellectual property matters contracts with regard to
software licensing and network services with special
attention to case law in this area rules with regard to
electronic evidence regulation of electronic signatures
electronic banking and electronic commerce specific
laws and regulations with respect to the liability of
network operators and service providers and related
product liability protection of individual persons in the
context of the processing of personal data and
confidentiality and the application of substantive
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criminal law in the area of ict its succinct yet scholarly
nature as well as the practical quality of the
information it provides make this book a valuable time
saving tool for business and legal professionals alike
lawyers representing parties with interests in sweden
will welcome this very useful guide and academics and
researchers will appreciate its value in the study of
comparative law in this relatively new and challenging
field

Understanding Developments in
Cyberspace Law
2021-05-04

this book is one of the first to be written for uk lawyers
on cyberlaw and contains advice on law and practice
for academics students and practitioners in england
scotland and wales

Protection of Right to Privacy in
Cyberspace. An Appraisal of
Legal and Institutional
Framework in Tanzania
2002

this volume unites cyber and mainstream regulatory
theory using the scientific techniques of chaos and
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synchronicity it explains how regulatory design
functions and offers a model for the design of effective
regulation

Issues in Cyberspace
2014

computers and the law provides readers with an
introduction to the legal issues associated with
computing particularly in the massively networked
context of the internet assuming no previous
knowledge of the law or any special knowledge of
programming or computer science this textbook offers
undergraduates of all disciplines and professionals in
the computing industry an understanding of basic legal
principles and an awareness of the peculiarities
associated with legal issues in cyberspace this is not a
law school casebook but rather a variety of carefully
chosen relevant cases presented in redacted form the
full cases are available on an ancillary site the
pervasiveness of computing in modern society has
generated numerous legal ambiguities this book
introduces readers to the fundamental workings of the
law in physical space and suggests the opportunity to
create new types of laws with nontraditional goals

Cyber Law in Sweden
1997-12-19
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Law and the Internet
2007

The Regulation of Cyberspace
2009-05-29

Computers and the Law
2020

Internet Law
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